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: 

 
 
No. 13-0553 

APPLICATION FOR REHEARING OF 
COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 

Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”), in accordance with Section 10-113 of the 

Illinois Public Utilities Act (the “PUA”), 220 ILCS 5/10-113, and Section 200.880 of the Rules 

of Practice of the Illinois Commerce Commission (the “Commission” or the “ICC”), 83 Ill. 

Admin. Code § 200.880, respectfully submits this Application for Rehearing of the final Order 

(the “Order”) of the Commission dated November 26, 2013. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Commission commenced this proceeding to investigate whether amendments to 

ComEd’s rate formula that the Commission expressly approved and found compliant with the 

law in ICC Docket No. 13-0386 (Order June 5, 2013) comply with the Energy Infrastructure 

Modernization Act (“EIMA”) as modified by Public Act (“PA”) 98-00151.  ICC Docket 

No. 13-0553 (Initiating Order October 2, 2013).  The investigation was limited to three specific 

issues, i.e., whether the Commission-approved rate formula correctly: (1) calculates interest on 

                                                 
1 “EIMA” refers to the Energy Infrastructure Modernization Act, PA 97-0616, as amended by PA 97-0646 

and PA 98-0015, and the changes and additions it made to the Illinois Public Utilities Act (“PUA”).  PA 98-0015, 
previously known as Senate Bill (“SB”) 9, became law on May 22, 2013.  PA 98-0015 clarified certain structural 
components of the rate formula used to calculate revenue requirements under EIMA and certain inputs used in those 
calculations.  ComEd Initial Brief (“ Init. Br.”) at 1. 
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ComEd’s entire reconciliation balance; (2) calculates the Section 16-108.5(c)(5) of the PUA 

return on equity (“ROE”) collar; and (3) reflects the appropriate tax treatment in calculating 

interest on the reconciliation balance.  ICC Docket No. 13-0553 (Initiating Order Oct. 2, 2013), 

at 2; ComEd Init. Br. at 3.  The Commission’s final Order, dated November 26, 2013, correctly 

answers the first two questions yes, as the Commission did in its Order in ICC Docket 

No. 13-0386.  However, despite the fact that neither the facts nor the law changed, the 

Commission reversed course on the third, holding finding illegal an aspect of the formula that it 

had approved a few months earlier on the same facts.  Specifically, the Commission held that the 

PUA “does not provide for adjusting WACC [weighted average cost of capital] for the purported 

impact of income taxes.  The Commission is not constructing a WACC on its own; it is applying 

an interest rate explicitly required by law, one that is equal to, not in excess of, ComEd’s 

WACC.”  Order at 18. 

ComEd seeks rehearing of that decision.  The Commission’s decision with respect to the 

income tax costs is not only an improper reversal of the Commission’s prior decision given the 

law and the unchanged facts, but, by refusing to permit the “gross-up” of the return on the 

reconciliation balance to reflect income tax costs, leaves ComEd unlawfully unable to recover its 

full cost of financing its reconciliation balances (or of refunding reconciliation balance if that 

balance is positive).  The ruling is legally erroneous, misconstrues the plain language of the 

PUA, and is contrary to the manifest weight of the evidence.  The basis for ComEd’s arguments 

are the same as those arguments that ComEd presented in its Initial Brief, filed in this docket on 

November 1, 2013, at 3-11, its Reply Brief, filed in this docket on November 6, 2013, at 2-9, and 

its Brief on Exceptions, filed in this docket on November 18, 2013, at 4-8.   ComEd incorporates 

that prior briefing. 
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II. THE COMMISSION SHOULD REVISE ITS ERRONEOUS RULING 
REJECTING COMED’S WACC GROSS-UP 

There is an inherent income tax cost in financing anything with a mix of equity and debt, 

which is referred to as the “weighted average cost of capital” or “WACC.”  ComEd Init. Br. at 3; 

ComEd Reply Br. at 8-9; ComEd Brief on Exceptions (“BOE”) at 5.  ComEd demonstrated that 

it finances its reconciliation balance with its approved capital structure, which includes a mix of 

debt and equity.  ComEd Reply. Br. at 8; ComEd BOE at 6.  The Order erred in excluding the 

added income tax costs associated with the equity component of the capital that is financing 

ComEd’s reconciliation balance. 

A. The Plain Language of the Act Allows ComEd to Recover its Actual Costs, 
Including Associated Income Tax Costs Related to the Calculation of Interest  

The Commission’s Order incorrectly interprets the language of Section 16-108.5(d)(1) of 

the PUA as the basis for its conclusion that ComEd is not entitled to gross-up the interest rate on 

the reconciliation balance to account for associated tax costs.  This section of the PUA provides 

that interest on the reconciliation balance should be “calculated at a rate equal to the utility’s 

weighted average cost of capital approved by the Commission for the prior rate year.”  220 ILCS 

5/16-108.5(d)(1).  ComEd’s rate formula, as effective pursuant to the Commission’s Order in 

ICC Docket No. 13-0386 of June 5, 2013, complies with the provisions of the PUA and correctly 

calculates the interest on ComEd’s reconciliation balance.  ComEd Init. Br. at 3. 

The Order incorrectly states that “no ‘gross-up’ was provided for in the Act” and that 

“this Section of the Act does not provide for adjusting WACC for the purported impact of 

income taxes.”  Order at 18.  This conclusion is wrong – a reading of both the plain language and 

the contextual meaning of the Act demonstrates that ComEd must be permitted to recover its 

actual prudent and reasonable costs, including the cost of financing any under-recovery.  ComEd 
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Init. Br. at 3; ComEd Reply Br. at 4-5; ComEd BOE at 4-5; Senate Resolution 821, 97th General 

Assembly, at 2-3; House Resolution 1157, 97th General Assembly, at 2-3.   

The reconciliation adjustment is a regulatory asset or liability that reflects the difference 

between the revenue requirement used to establish the initial rates for a given rate year (2012 in 

the most recent formula rate update (“FRU”) proceeding, ICC Docket No. 13-0318 (Order 

December 18, 2013)) and the revenue requirement that recovers the actual costs that we now 

know (as of the reconciliation) were incurred in that calendar year.  ComEd Init. Br. at 4. 

PA 98-0015 recognizes that there is a time value of money and that, when there is an 

under-recovery, ComEd must finance that under-recovery – the difference between its actual 

costs and the amounts reflected in delivery service charges for a given rate year – until it is 

included in charges two years later.  ComEd Init. Br. at 4. 

PA 98-0015 directs that the time value of money is to be based on ComEd’s whole 

capital structure, which includes a mix of equity and debt.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(d)(1) and (k); 

ComEd Init. Br. at 5; ComEd Reply Br. at 8-9; ComEd BOE at 5.  Because ComEd’s full capital 

structure includes both debt and equity components, ComEd must calculate a WACC-based 

interest to recover its costs.  ComEd Init. Br. at 7.  When assets and/or liabilities are financed 

through the capital structure as a whole, i.e., at a rate equal to the corresponding WACC for that 

capital structure, the debt portion of WACC recovers an equal amount of interest expense which 

is deductible for tax purposes.  Thus, the portion of ComEd’s capital structure attributable to 

equity results in taxable income that must also be recovered, while the portion attributable to 

debt does not.  ComEd Init. Br. at 7.  It would be improper and unlawful to treat all of ComEd’s 

financing costs as if they resulted from debt, because: (1) the reconciliation balance does not 

represent discrete assets that can be financed, but instead is a mathematical share of the total 
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final reconciliation revenue requirement that is financed by all of the financing elements 

included in the WACC; and (2) prior Commission findings that ComEd could finance its 

reconciliation balance with debt alone were rejected by PA 98-0015.  ComEd Init. Br. at 5, 10.  

Thus, the plain language of PA 98-0015 recognizes that ComEd will incur not only the costs of 

funding any under (or over) recovery, it will also incur costs related to the interest on the equity 

component of that funding.   

1. The Order Applies the Law Incorrectly 

The Order incorrectly concludes that “ComEd’s proposal would require the Commission 

to apply an interest rate greater than WACC.”  Order at 18.  Any revenue that ComEd receives 

for interest on the reconciliation balance is subject to income taxes (in addition to the income 

taxes applicable to the principal on which the interest will be earned); thus, ComEd must also 

recognize those added tax costs in order for ComEd to fully recover all of its financing costs (as 

allowed by PA 98-0015 and EIMA).  ComEd Init. Br. at 5, 8; ComEd BOE at 5. 

If the Commission does not allow ComEd to gross-up the interest rate for this added tax 

cost, the additional revenues will not be grossed up for the impact of income taxes and ComEd 

will be unable to recover or refund its full carrying costs related to reconciliation.  ComEd Init. 

Br at 5.  Thus, the Order erroneously fails to calculate an interest rate “equal to the utility’s 

weighted average cost of capital.”  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(d)(1).   

The Order’s conclusion that the law prohibits including tax effects in the calculation of 

interest at a rate equal to WACC, because the statute does not specifically state “gross-up”, 

violates laws of statutory interpretation by reading into the statute a prohibition not expressed, or 

intended, by the General Assembly, and reads out of the law words carefully inserted.  ComEd 

Reply Br. at 3; People ex rel. Birkett v. Dockery, 235 Ill. 2d 73, 81 (2009) (It is a cardinal rule of 
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statutory construction that courts “cannot rewrite a statute, and depart from its plain language, by 

reading into it exceptions, limitations, or conditions not expressed by the legislature.”); Solich v. 

George & Anna Portes Cancer Prevention Ctr. of Chicago, Inc., 158 Ill. 2d 76, 83 (1994) (Court 

not at liberty to depart from the plain language and meaning of the statute by reading into it 

exceptions, limitations or conditions that the legislature did not express.).  PA 98-0015 

specifically directs utilities and the Commission to “calculate” an interest rate applicable to the 

reconciliation balance that is equivalent to WACC – the weighted average cost of the utility’s 

capital structure.  WACC has a tax cost, as described above, which no parties deny.  The General 

Assembly could have directed utilities to collect interest at the same annual percentage value as 

is set for its WACC, but it did not.  It specifically directed that the utility “calculate” the 

collected interest rate that is equivalent to the WACC.  That language must be given meaning; it 

cannot be read out of the statute simply because the General Assembly did not spell out that the 

calculation necessarily includes equity, debt, and taxes.  Hill v. Relyea, 34 Ill. 2d 552, 555 (1966) 

(“Absolute criteria whereby every detail necessary in the enforcement of a law is anticipated 

need not be established by the General Assembly.”).  While the law does not use the word tax, if 

taxes are ignored, the interest rate and the WACC rate will not be equal.  ComEd Reply Br. 

at 3-4. 

In reaching its conclusion, the Order referred to the actions of the legislature as 

“determinative.”  Order at 18.  It is clear, however, that the legislature intended to allow ComEd 

to recover its full costs, including those costs associated with interest expense.  In fact, the 

legislature in Public Act 98-0015 made it clear that setting reconciliation interest at a rate other 

than a utility’s weighted average cost of capital was inconsistent with the original provisions and 

intent of EIMA, and stressed that in specifying that interest was to be calculated at a rate equal to 
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WACC it was giving binding effect to the provisions of House Resolution 1157, adopted by the 

House of Representatives of the 97th General Assembly, and Senate Resolution 821, adopted by 

the Senate of the 97th General Assembly: 

 (k) The changes made in subsections (c) and (d) of this Section by this 
amendatory Act of the 98th General Assembly are intended to be a 
restatement and clarification of existing law, and intended to give binding 
effect to the provisions of House Resolution 1157 adopted by the House of 
Representatives of the 97th General Assembly and Senate Resolution 821 
adopted by the Senate of the 97th General Assembly that are reflected in 
paragraph (3) of this subsection. 

220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(k)2; ComEd Init. Br. at 6.  The House and Senate Resolutions make 

absolutely clear that the intent of requiring the reconciliation to be “with interest” was to ensure 

that the utility and customers are made whole when a reconciliation adjustment is necessary: 

 WHEREAS, The Energy Infrastructure Modernization Act further 
provides in subsections (c) and (d) of Section 16-108.5 that those amounts to 
be credited or charged to customers following the annual reconciliation 
process under the performance-based formula rate shall be "with interest" so 
the utility will be made whole for unrecovered amounts that were prudently 
and reasonably incurred and customers will be made whole for amounts they 
overpaid, if any; and 

 WHEREAS, Such interest is intended to be set at the utility's weighted 
average cost of capital, determined in accordance with the statute, which 
represents the reasonable cost and means of financing a utility's investments 
and operating costs, so that the utility and customers are made whole when 
charges or credits are necessary to reconcile to actual prudent and 
reasonable investments and costs. 

Senate Resolution 821, 97th General Assembly, at 2-3; House Resolution 1157, 97th General 

Assembly, at 2-3; ComEd Init. Br. at 6-7; ComEd Reply Br. at 5-6.  The Order’s exclusion of the 

tax effects of receiving or paying interest on the reconciliation balance in calculating interest 

equal to a utility’s WACC prevents ComEd and its customers from being made “whole when 

                                                 
2 Paragraph (3) of subsection (k) includes a specific reference to “interest calculated at a rate equal to the 

utility's weighted average cost of capital.”  Id. 
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charges or credits are necessary to reconcile to actual prudent and reasonable investments and 

costs,”3 contrary to clearly stated legislative intent.   

In addition, the legislature was clear that the purpose of EIMA was to “[p]rovide for the 

recovery of the utility’s actual costs of delivery services that are prudently incurred and 

reasonable in amount consistent with Commission practice and law.”  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(c)(1) 

(emphasis added); see also ComEd Init. Br. at 6-7, 11; ComEd Reply Br. at 4.  The language of 

the PUA specifies that the “intent of the reconciliation is to ultimately reconcile the revenue 

requirement reflected in rates … with what the revenue requirement determined using a year-end 

rate base for the applicable calendar year would have been had the actual cost information for 

the applicable calendar year been available at the filing date.”  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(d)(1) 

(emphasis added); ComEd Init. Br. at 11; ComEd Reply Br. at 4-5.  Interest calculated at a 

utility’s WACC - without accounting for tax effects in the calculation - does not place the utility 

in the position it would have occupied “had the actual cost information for the applicable 

calendar year been available at the filing date.”  Id. (emphasis added).  ComEd Reply Br. at 5.  

Simply put, the fact that the principal amount on which interest will be earned reflects taxes 

related to that principal does not affect the fact that the interest itself will result in still greater tax 

that is not reflected in the separate gross-up.  Without the income tax gross-up on the equity 

portion of the WACC, these additional revenues are not grossed up for the impact of income 

taxes and ComEd will be unable to recover or refund its full carrying costs related to the 

reconciliation.  ComEd Init. Br. at 8.  Such a result conflicts with EIMA’s intent to allow ComEd 

the opportunity to recover its actual costs. 

                                                 
3  Senate Resolution 821, 97th General Assembly, at 2-3; House Resolution 1157, 97th General Assembly, at 

2-3, specifically adopted in PA 98-0015, Section 1.   
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The Commission’s Order incorrectly refers to the rehearing in ICC Docket No. 11-0721.  

Order at 18.  Reference to this docket is inappropriate and not relevant.  ComEd demonstrated – 

and the only evidence in the instant docket shows – that ComEd’s failure to gross-up the 

proposed interest rate in that docket was due to an oversight, not to a conscious decision.  

ComEd Init. Br. at 9; ComEd Reply Br. at 6-7; ComEd BOE at 8.  Moreover, ComEd has a 

clearly established and longstanding position on this issue – in previous rate cases, ComEd has 

consistently grossed-up the equity return component of WACC for purposes of recovering the 

costs of assets financed with its full capital structure.  ComEd Init. Br. at 9-10; ComEd Reply Br. 

at 6-7; see also Bridal Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0, 3:48-51.  Furthermore, this principle – that WACC 

must be adjusted for this tax effect – has been recognized for decades in the comparable context 

of WACC applied to rate base.  ComEd Init. Br. at 5.  Rehearing in ICC Docket No. 11-0721 

was litigated in response to an Order holding that interest is calculated based on debt costs only 

(raising no tax question), and there was no reconciliation balance in that case to apply the interest 

to.  ComEd BOE at 7-8.  PA 98-0015 was not in effect at this time, and ComEd’s position was 

taken without the benefits of that law’s clarifications.  Id. at 8.  ComEd cannot be deemed to 

have waived any argument in a future docket as a result.  Id.  Therefore, it is improper for the 

Commission to base its conclusion in any way on the rehearing of ICC Docket No. 11-0721. 

2. Other Arguments Fail to Support the Order 

In the interests of completeness, ComEd notes that certain other Staff and intervenor 

arguments on which the Commission’s final Order did not reply do not support its ruling.  Staff’s 

view that recognizing EIMA tax costs is inconsistent with Commission practice in rider 

reconciliations (Bridal Dir., Staff Ex 1.0, 3:64-6, 4:79 – 5:109) is inapposite. Traditional 

reconciliation proceedings and the EIMA reconciliation process are not similar.  EIMA 
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ratemaking is aimed at providing accurate recovery of rate year revenue requirements.  

Meanwhile, other “reconciliations” do not involve a reconciliation of ComEd’s full delivery 

services revenue requirement or provide for the recovery of interest set at the WACC.  A better 

example in ComEd’s case is the cash working capital calculation in ComEd’s purchased 

electricity adjustment rider.  There, the cost of capital is grossed up for taxes to account for the 

full cost of financing the lag (or lead) related to procuring electricity supply for ComEd 

customers.  The rate year reconciliation balance is similar in that it is a lag (or lead) on recovery 

of ComEd’s net revenue requirement for an individual rate year and the full cost of its financing 

should be recovered (or refunded).  Brinkman Dir., ComEd Exhibit (“Ex.). 1.0 CORR., 

17:348-54. 

Furthermore, the reconciliations Staff points to are efforts to ensure complete recognition 

in rates of a utility’s full revenue requirement, which EIMA not only intends but mandates.  

Brinkman Reb., ComEd Ex. 3.0, 8:166 – 9:190.  For example, Staff focuses on rider recovery of 

Water/Sewer Qualified Infrastructure Plant Surcharges (“QIPS”) in support of its claim.  While 

QIPS involves recovery of specific additional plant investments (Bridal Dir., Staff Ex. 1.0, 

5:92-4), it does not reconcile the revenue requirement and does not provide for full recovery of 

all reasonable and prudent costs of service (including tax costs).  The only situation that is truly 

comparable to the instant situation is the application of WACC in the context of establishing a 

utility’s full revenue requirement; it is not contested that WACC is grossed up for income tax 

effects in that context. 

The AG simply defied the statute and the resolutions, claiming that they do not “require 

consideration of the Company’s incurred actual incremental financing costs or incremental 

income taxes arising from specific financing decisions that may be made by the utility.”  Brosch 
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Dir., AG Ex. 1.0 REV., 7:154-60.  This argument contradicts the purpose of EIMA as a whole, 

which is to “reflect actual costs as if they were known when rates charged during each rate year 

were set” (Brinkman Reb., ComEd Ex. 3.0, 10:206-08) and the specific language of the 

resolutions, quoted above, that ComEd be made whole.  Moreover, EIMA directs that the rate 

formula use the WACC approved by the Commission that reflects the utility’s actual capital 

structure – ComEd’s capital structure is comprised of both debt and equity financing, and using 

divergent financing, as the AG suggests, would contravene this capital structure.  Id. at 10:215 – 

11:217.   

In a similar vein, the AG argued that ComEd is “free to actually finance any changes in 

the reconciliation balance using any form of capital it desires, including a mix of debt or equity.”  

Brosch Dir., AG Ex. 1.0 REV., 7:155-57.  However, as stated above, ComEd finances the 

reconciliation balance with its approved capital structure.  It would be improper to treat all of 

ComEd’s financing costs as if they resulted from debt, because: (1) the reconciliation balance 

does not represent discrete assets that can be financed, but instead is a mathematical share of the 

total final reconciliation revenue requirement that is financed by all of the financing elements 

included in the WACC; and (2) prior findings that ComEd could finance its reconciliation 

balance with debt alone were rejected by PA 98-0015.  Brinkman Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 CORR., 

15:299-307.    

Finally, Staff, the AG, and CCI asked the Commission to commit reversible error by 

arguing that the Commission should rely on whether Ameren Illinois Company grosses-up the 

interest rate to be applied to the reconciliation balance.  See Bridal Dir., Staff Ex. 1.0, 6:121-27.  

ComEd is not a party to that proceeding, and the facts and circumstances of ComEd’s 

Commission-approved formula rate are neither an issue in that proceeding nor within the scope 
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of that proceeding.  The Commission must decide this case “exclusively on the record for 

decision” in this case.  220 ILCS 5/10-103.  ComEd should not be denied the right to recover its 

costs here simply because Ameren’s formula appears not to consider these tax impacts. 

B. The Commission Abused Its Discretion 

The Commission’s final Order on this issue also is an abuse of its discretion, arbitrary 

and capricious, and not supported by and contrary to the evidence.4  As the discussion above 

shows, there was only one possible ruling on the issue at hand that would comport with the basic 

principle of allowing a utility the opportunity to recover fully its costs of service.  That cost 

recovery principle is a long-standing fundamental legal requirement5 and it is reaffirmed by 

EIMA, as discussed above.  Instead, the final Order makes a ruling that disregards the fact that 

income taxes are applicable, and thus denies substantial cost recovery.  There is nothing in the 

law or the evidence that warrants or could justify the Order’s adopting this side of the issue.  

The Order also fails to justify the complete reversal of direction from the Commission’s 

final – and un-appealed – Order in ICC Docket No. 13-0386 just a few months before.  Since the 

13-0386 Order, there has been no change in the relevant facts and no change in the law.  Staff 

                                                 
4  A Commission order is subject to reversal if it is not supported by substantial evidence, contrary to the 

manifest weight of the evidence, arbitrary, capricious, or unreasonable.  E.g., Citizens Util. Bd. v. Illinois Commerce 
Comm’n, 291 Ill. App. 3d 300, 304, 683 N.E.2d 938, 943 (1st Dist. 1997); Commonwealth Edison Co. v. Illinois 
Commerce Comm’n, 180 Ill. App. 3d 899, 906-907, 536 N.E.2d 724, 729 (1st Dist. 1988). 

5  “Under long established federal and Illinois constitutional law, and Illinois ratemaking law, a utility’s 
rates must be set so as to allow it the opportunity to obtain full recovery of its prudent and reasonable costs of 
service, including its costs of capital.”  In re North Shore Gas Co., et al., ICC Docket Nos. 11 0280, 11 0281, p. 5 
(Order Jan. 10, 2012) (citing, inter alia, Federal Power Comm’n v. Hope Natural Gas Co., 320 U.S. 591, 603 
(1944); Bluefield Water Works & Improvement Co. v. Public Service Comm’n of the State of West Virginia, 262 U.S. 
679, 693 (1923)).  See also, e.g., Duquesne Light Co. v. Barasch, 488 U.S. 299, 310 (1989); Citizens Util. Bd. v. 
Illinois Commerce Comm’n, 166 Ill. 2d 111, 121 (1995) (rates must reflect accurately cost of delivery services and 
must allow the utility to recover costs of service); Business and Professional People for the Public Interest v. Illinois 
Commerce Comm’n, 146 Ill. 2d 175, 208, (1991) (rates must be just and reasonable to the utility and its 
shareholders, as well as to customers) (citing 220 ILCS 5/9 201(c)); 220 ILCS 5/16-108(c) (“Charges for delivery 
services shall be cost based, and shall allow the electric utility to recover the costs of providing delivery services 
through its charges to its delivery service customers that use the facilities and services associated with such costs. 
Such costs shall include the costs of owning, operating and maintaining transmission and distribution facilities.”). 
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reviewed ComEd’s  formula  and  issued  a  formal  report  concluding  that  it  was  “consistent  

with  the provisions of Public Act 98-15.”  ICC Docket No. 13-0386, Financial Analysis 

Division Staff Report (May 30, 2013) at 4; Brinkman Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 CORR., 5:100 – 

6:111.  Other stakeholders, too, did not object to any part of the formula, did not seek to 

intervene, did not seek rehearing, and did  not appeal.  While an investigation is the 

procedurally proper vehicle to consider revising a rate formula, “[i]n the absence of any 

change in circumstance,” a Commission order reversing a recent decision has been held 

arbitrary and capricious.  See Commonwealth Edison Co. v. Illinois Commerce Comm’n, 180 Ill. 

App. 3d 899, 536 N.E.2d 724, 729 (1st Dist. 1989) (holding “the Commission’s decision to 

supersede rates it had determined to be in the public interest less than two months earlier was 

arbitrary and capricious”).6  See also Illini Coach Co. v. Ill. Commerce Comm’n, 408 Ill. 104, 

111 (1951) (rejecting effort to reverse prior Commission decision where, as here, nothing was 

alleged that could not have been “properly presented on application for rehearing.”).  The record 

here supports no reversal of direction. 

For all the foregoing reasons, the Commission should approve the computation of interest 

on the reconciliation balance in ComEd’s Commission-approved formula rate to provide for the 

use of WACC without income tax impacts, as it previously has approved. 

                                                 
6  See also City of Chicago v. Illinois Commerce Comm’n, 133 Ill.App.3d 435, 440 (1st Dist. 1985) 

(“Initially we note that the decisions of the Commission are not res judicata. The concept of public regulation 
includes of necessity the philosophy that the Commission shall have power to deal freely with each situation as it 
comes before it, regardless of how it may have dealt with a similar or same situation in a previous proceeding. Thus 
like other administrative agencies, the Commission is free to change its standards so long as such changes are not 
arbitrary and capricious.”)  (emphasis added) (citations omitted); Business and Professional People for the Public 
Interest v. Illinois Commerce Comm’n, 136 Ill.2d 192, 228 (1989) (on appeal, Commission decisions are entitled to 
less deference when the Commission drastically departs from past practice). 
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III. CONCLUSION 

For all reasons appearing of record and herein, the Commission should grant this 

Application for Rehearing. 
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